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Mondrian
The typically outlandish designs of Marcel Wanders 

bring a cacophony of pattern and colour to Doha

Kimpton De Witt
American-born Kimpton Hotels & Restaurants 

plants its first flag in Europe

Hôtel de Crillon
A delicate balance between conservation and
 transformation at Rosewood’s Parisian palace
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ROBENA
The Ned London

Robena has recently completed the bespoke 
make-up and installation of curtains and soft 
furnishings in the guestrooms and public areas 
of The Ned, London. The luxurious pelmets, 
blinds and cushions for the 250 guestrooms and 
suites have been installed by Robena’s highly 
skilled workforce to complement the former 
Grade I-listed building’s historic architecture. 
www.robena.co.uk

ROMO
Renzo

Inspired by the architectural structures and geometry of urban 
environments, Renzo is a collection of statement vinyl wallcoverings 
featuring finishes evocative of distressed concrete and polished plaster. 
Opulent flashes of metallic including rich brass and lavish copper inject 
verve whilst balancing style and practicality. 
www.romo.com

HAKWOOD
Wall Tiles

Newly launched from Hakwood, this collection of wall tiles enables 
designers to create a vertical statement. The pre-fabricated duoplank 
wood tiles are available in a variety of designs and dimensions, as 
well as being customisable by colour and depth. Used as a single 
strip, grouping, or floor-to-ceiling feature, the tiles are suitable for a 
multitude of uses, from reception backdrops to guestroom headboards. 
www.hakwood.com
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MLE LIGHTING
Shelf

Extending its Shelf range to include a series of 
Northern European-inspired design pieces, MLE 
Lighting’s Shelf family now includes a range of 
reading, floor and suspension lights designed by 
JOI Design. Featuring a mix of burnished and 
natural brass, the pieces emanate warmth and 
opulence. Shelf is suitable for both guestroom 
and public spaces, with seven different models 
of wall lamp available.
www.mlelighting.com

VERY WOOD
Capri

Designed by Matteo Thun Atelier and 
manufactured by Very Wood, Capri is an 
outdoor collection that responds to design 
requirements across the contract, hospitality 
and restaurant settings. A lounge seating 
system comprising sofas, armchairs, dining 
chairs, stools, tables, ottomans and sun 
loungers, the collection is characterised by 
the use of natural or untreated iroko wood.
www.verywood.it

GEOMETRIC FURNITURE
Rivington

Approaching its half centenary of manufacturing 
in 2018, design-led British brand Geometric 
Furniture has launched Rivington, a new 
collection of handcrafted contract furniture. 
Comprising a distinctive lounge chair, armchair 
and occasional table, the bespoke series is 
available in polished, painted and external 
timber finishes for use in both indoor and 
outdoor spaces. 
www.geometric-furniture.co.uk

CHELSOM
Soho Wall Light

A signature fitting from Chelsom’s Soho collection, the Soho Wall Light 
is a statement piece featuring deep vertical ribbing in polished aluminium 
and curved metal shades in satin black. Emitting an attractive spill of 
up and downlight to create an ambient effect, it can be adapted to suit 
both classical and contemporary interior design schemes.
www.chelsom.co.uk
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